
KMBZ -FM  QUARTERLY LISTING OF ISSUES & PROGRAMS 
July – September, 2015 
 
 
Each quarter, KMBZ-FM  places in its Public Inspection File a list of what it considers to 
have been some of the significant problems and needs of its service area and some of its 
most significant programming broadcast to help meet those problems and needs. 
 
The attached Quarterly Listing of Problems and Needs is being filed in the Public 
Inspection File of Station KMBZ-FM   in accordance with FCC requirements for the three 
month period July - September. 2015. While this list contains a brief description of much 
of  K MBZ-FM   most significant typical and illustrative programs and program segments, 
it does not include all programs and program segments broadcast by the station during 
the three months which related to other issues. 
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MORNING NEWS 
 
NEWS COVERAGE OF EVENTS AFFECTING THE KANSAS CITY AREA WITH REPORTS AIRED 
THROUGHOUT THE DAY WITH MAJOR EMPHASIS DURING MORNING DRIVE FROM 5 TO 
9 A.M. 
 
 
 
DANA AND PARKS  
 
2pm-6pm



 
KMBZ -FM  QUARTERLY LISTING OF PROBLEMS AND NEEDS 
July - September, 2015 
 
 
1.    BUSINESS/JOBS 
      The downturn in the economy has hit area businesses, with several companies 
having to layoff workers.  The proposed bailout in Washington of the auto industry will 
have a far reaching impact in the Kansas City area with the two auto plants.  The 
subprime problem continues to haunt local business, with H & R Bloch reporting a lower 
quarterly profit, and several area lenders also reporting major problems  
 
2 VIOLENCE/CRIME 
    Crime continues to be a major problem facing the Kansas City area.  New statistics out 
show that violent crime is up among all ages and races and in all cities.  White collar 
crime is also becoming a problem for businesses.  The Kansas City Crime Commission 
working to better enable police departments with new information.  Kansas City Police 
Department revamping and looking at more police on streets. 

 
3. GOVERNMENT 
    The shake up of the November election with Democrats firmly in control in the both 
the White House and Congress, also felt at the state and local level on both sides of the 
stateline.  The many promises being made will be a focus as the administration takes 
office in January, with Congress expected to make quick action on an economic stimulus 
plant.  Local problems exist at city hall in Kansas City, Missouri as the Mayor continues 
to wrangle with the city council over several issues including that of his wife..  As both 
Kansas and Missouri lawmakers get set to convene next quarter, numerous committees 
are drafting legislative proposals dealing with education, infrastructure and 
immigration.   
 
4.  EDUCATION  
    The battle to find education dollars for both Kansas and Missouri still a hot topic as 
the legislative session will begin next quarter..  Missouri is looking at a problem with 
student loans and how to handle the agency that is in charge.  Many of the local school 
districts, such as Shawnee Mission, Liberty, Kansas City  
are facing money issues, and with the state’s economies continuing to slide many of the 
education dollars are being withheld. 
 
5.MINORITIES 
     As Congress tries to come up with a plan on how to deal with illegal immigrants, 
Kansas city’s Hispanic community rallies joining other cities nationwide to try and show 
how important the worker’s are to the economy.  Meanwhile, area churches are trying 
to find ways to battle racism.  Missouri lawmakers looking at measure to punish 
businesses and landlords that hire and house illegals. 



 
6.  YOUTH 
      The growing crime rate in Kansas City has hit the area youth hard. The nationwide 
school shootings causing more schools to crackdown on any truancy problems.   Many 
of the homicide victims have been young and officials are concerned about growing 
gang violence.   There is concern that as the economy continues to slide, more and more 
young people will be out of work, and could turn to crime. 
 
7.  DRUGS 
    While both states have made headways into the problem of drugs in the metro area, 
methamphetamine is still the drug of choice.  While both states have enacted legislation 
to crack down on over the counter medicines that can be used to make meth, law 
enforcement officials say it’s too early to tell if the measures are working.   New surveys 
out that while hard drugs are on a decline among teens, prescription drugs are now the 
number one problem. 
 
 
8.   WOMEN 
       The issue of low pay, lack of child care continue to be a problem among working 
women in the metro area.  As the metro area braces for the economic downturn, more 
women are seeing their jobs eliminated and that is adding to pressure.  More employers 
though seem to be working better with women in the area of health care and that has 
been noted as a plus among women’s organizations.  
 
9.  HEALTH 
    Missouri and Kansas committees are looking at how to handle the ranks of the under 
and uninsured.  Kansas City health department trying to work up plans on how to battle 
a pandemic if and when it occurs here..  The focus of health care will be a big topic in 
the upcoming presidential election, and as the campaigns come through Kansas City, 
many are asking the candidates their views. 
 
10.. CHARITY 
     Area food banks have been tapped, and more charities are seeing more and more 
working poor coming to their doors.  The holiday season was a tough one for area 
charities, and they are still playing catch up.  
 



1.    BUSINESS/JOBS 
 
 
Kansas City’s MORNING NEWS 
 
 
8.25.15:              Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz hopes his customers aren’t crying into 
their cappuccinos after yesterday’s stock market plunge. In an email to all 190,000 
Starbucks employees, Schultz urges workers to recognize that a lot of customers may be 
stressed out and in need of “very sensitive” treatment from baristas.  
 
9.30.15:             Volkswagen announcing it will refit 11 million vehicles in the wake of the 
scandal over rigged emission tests. The automaker says that in the near future 
customers will find out whether they need to bring their car in so the software that 
cheated emission tests can be refitted. VW says software installed in 11 million diesel 
vehicles obscured their true mileage.  
 
 
Dana & Parks  
 
9.29.15:                A new study finds the average pay for middle class Americans is on the 
decline.  
 
 
 
 
2. VIOLENCE/CRIME 
 
 
MORNING NEWS 

 
8.31.15:             The man charged in the fatal shooting of a uniformed suburban Houston 
sheriff’s deputy had a lengthy criminal record going back a decade, but never spent 
more than a short stint in jail. Shannon Miles, whose criminal record includes 
convictions for resisting arrest and disorderly conduct with a firearm.  

 
 
 
 

3. GOVERNMENT  
 
 
KANSAS CITY’S MORNING NEWS 
 



 
9.29.15:                  Donald Trump rolled out a plan that would slash the top corporate tax 
rate by more than half while also dropping millions from the income tax rolls. Trump 
says the whole thing is about making things simpler and fairer and that he wants to 
reduce the number of tax brackets for individuals so there would be four instead of 
seven.  
 
 
 
 
4.  EDUCATION  
 
DANA AND PARKS 
 
8.19.15:            Should girls be allowed to play on boys’ high school sports teams.  
 
9.11.15:            The Leavenworth District Attorney is investigating allegations that a 
Tonganoxie High School student took pictures of a freshmen girl half-undressed in the 
locker room at the school.  
 
 
 
 
5. MINORITIES 
 
Dana and Parks  
 
9.16.15:            In advance of the 2nd GOP presidential debate, CNN is being asked not to 
use the term “illegal immigrant”.  
 
9.21.15:           Presidential candidate Ben Carson causes a stir by suggesting a Muslim 
should never be president of the United States.  
 
9.23.15:          New census data indicates that young white families are returning to 
Kansas City’s inner core, while black families are leaving the city proper and heading to 
the suburbs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.  YOUTH 
 



KANSAS CITY’S MORNING NEWS 
 
 
8.20.15:            A mother says she faced every parent’s worst nightmare after United 
Airlines ‘lost her son’ on a flight from Washington DC to New Jersey.  
 
 
Dana & Parks  
 
9.29.15:               Parents are furious with Party City over a line of Halloween costumes, 
including the Sexy Cop costume aimed at toddler girls.  
 
 
 
 
7.  DRUGS 
 
KANSAS CITY’S MORNING NEWS 
 
9.22.15:               Beer or wine? The answer you give could say a lot about your aches and 
pains. So rather than getting weak in the knees, listen up: we all get some aches and 
pains as we get older….but who knew what you drink could make it better. British 
researchers have found that people who drink wine are less likely to suffer from 
osteoarthritis of the knee…but beer-drinkers are more prone to arthritis.  
 
 
Dana and Parks  
 
8.10.15:              The Massachusetts legislature is considering forcing pharmaceutical 
companies to justify their prices  
 
8.17.15:             A new study finds a growing number of young children are being 
prescribed Oxycontin and other highly addictive prescription drugs.  
 
 
 
 
 
8.  WOMEN 
 
 
KANSAS CITY’S MORNING NEWS 
 



9.22.15:            A comprehensive survey shows more than 23% of female undergraduates 
enrolled at the nation’s biggest colleges have reported being sexually assaulted since 
they arrived on campus.  
 
9.29.15:           A fifth of women are losing their hair due to lifestyles that include crash 
dieting and processed foods. Around 21 percent in the UK are currently suffering from 
hair loss or thinning, while nine percent have been affected in the past.  
 
9.30.15:           Most of Tuesday’s drama was at a House hearing where Republicans 
accused Planned Parenthood of spending millions of dollars on political activities, travel, 
and lavish salaries. Firing back, Planned Parenthood president Cecile Richards said 
taxpayer money is used to provide sexual disease testing, contraceptives and other 
health care for women and said none of it is used for political activity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.  HEALTH 
 
KANSAS CITY’S MORNING NEWS 
 
8.26.15:                You know the stereotype of the British and their bad teeth? Maybe it 
isn’t a stereotype. Almost half of adults admit to not brushing their teeth in the 
evening….blaming being too tired or simply forgetting. 45% say they have gone to bed 
without brushing their teeth.  
 
9.23.15:                As anyone whose knees become stiff  as winter draws near knows, 
some conditions worsen at certain times of the year. Thanks to new research, we now 
know why --- blame your genes, which alter their behavior to suit the season. It appears 
that our immune system genes are switched on and off on an annual cycle in an attempt 
to prepare our bodies defenses to counter the health threats most likely to arise at 
different times of the year.  
 
9.25.15:                A man who has been paralyzed for five years following a spinal cord 
injury has walked using his own brain power. University of California researchers say the 
results prove it is possible to use direct brain control to overcome paraplegia and get a 
person walking again. This is the first time that a person with complete paralysis in both 
legs resulting from a spinal cord injury was able to walk without employing the use of 
manually controlled robotic limbs.  
 
 
 



 
 
10. CHARITY 
 
 
On Thursday, August 20th, 98.1FM KMBZ conducted its 2nd Annual Radiothon for the 
Salvation Army Children’s Shelter raising more than $200,000 for the organization.  
 
KANSAS CITY’S MORNING NEWS  
  
 


